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Chapter 1 : List of locations of the DC Universe - Wikipedia
CRISIS AFTERMATH: THE BATTLE FOR BLUDHAVEN is yet another addition to the number of confusing trade
paperbacks that support DC's Infinite Crisis. If, like me, you are attempting to follow IC via trades, you are in for a
headache.

Editorial planning[ edit ] DC Comics executive editor Dan DiDio stated that Infinite Crisis was being hinted at
in various stories for two years prior to its launch, starting with the "death" of Donna Troy. Geoff Johns and
Grant Morrison moved into editorial positions in addition to their writing duties, respectively to coordinate
coherence of the DC Universe and to handle reimaginings of several characters. The Return of Donna Troy.
Aside from marking a major editorial shift within DC Comics, Infinite Crisis was a return to large
company-wide crossovers of a sort that had been uncommon since the downturn of the comic industry in the s.
Plot[ edit ] The story begins in the wake of the four lead-in limited series , with Superman , Wonder Woman ,
and Batman feuding, the JLA Watchtower destroyed, and the heroes of the world all facing a variety of
menaces. Superboy-Prime accidentally kills several heroes before the Flashes and Kid Flash force him into the
Speed Force , assisted by the speedsters already within it. Jay Garrick , the only speedster left behind, says the
Speed Force is now gone. Alexander selects and merges alternate Earths, trying to create a "perfect" world,
until Firestorm blocks his efforts. Power Girl soon arrives and asks Kal-El what happened to Lois. The answer
causes her to break down prompting her to ask Kal-L why. He answers her simply, telling her it was because
he chose the wrong Superboy to condemn and the wrong Superboy to condone. When a horde of supervillains
attack Metropolis, [15] heroes, current and retired, fly off to the rescue. They are joined by the National
Guard. The battle results in multiple deaths on both sides, including many by Superboy-Prime himself, who
kills villains and heroes alike. During the battle, Superboy-Prime takes off to destroy Oa , planning to collapse
the Universe, and recreate it with himself as the only superhero. Superboy-Prime breaks through a mile thick
wall of willpower created by the Green Lantern Corps and then kills thirty-two Green Lanterns before Kal-L
and Kal-El carry him toward what is left of Krypton. It is essentially a huge cloud of kryptonite. Falling to the
sentient planet and Green Lantern Corps member Mogo , they fight. Batman is discouraged by Wonder
Woman. Alex manages to escape. Wonder Woman plans to find out who she is. Batman plans a similar
journey of self-discovery, revisiting the training of his youth, this time with Dick Grayson , now healthier, and
with Tim Drake joining him. Superman retires from super heroics until his powers return. The Joker deforms
him by spraying acid onto his face, then electrifies it, and finally, kills Alexander by shooting him as Lex
mocks him for making the mistake of not letting the Joker play in the Secret Society. The series ends with him
carving an S into his chest with his bare hands and declaring that he has escaped from worse prisons than this.
Infinite Crisis â€” collects Infinite Crisis 1â€”7, pages, hardcover, December ,.
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Chapter 2 : Battle for BlÃ¼dhaven | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
After the events of Infinite Crisis, BlÃ¼dhaven is under a state of emergency and suffering from isolation. How will this
city survive.

Located in Central City. The Fortress of Solitude , an Arctic fortress used by Superman as a secret lair.
Located near the North Pole. The Hall of Doom, base of the Legion of Doom. The Hall of Justice , one-time
home base of the Justice League. A version of this is the headquarters of the Justice League in the animated
series Super Friends. Another version of this appears in the new series Young Justice, where the Hall appears
as the headquarters of the Justice League to the public eye. The House of Mystery , extradimensional structure
presided over by Cain. The House of Secrets , extradimensional structure presided over by Abel. A version of
this is also the headquarters of the Secret Six. Reichuss Mansion, a mobile haunted house that served as the
House of Secrets in the s Vertigo series of that name. The Iceberg Lounge , nightclub and base of operations
for the Penguin. Located in Gotham City. Located near Keystone City. Current version built on the foundation
of the former brownstone headquarters and museum. The former headquarters located in Gotham City, the
latter in Manhattan. Sometimes called Dodds Mansion. LexCorp Towers complex, former headquarters of Lex
Luthor. The Netherworld , a fictional area of the city of Chicago. Project Cadmus , an experimental genetics
lab. The Young Justice animated series has it located in Washington D. Located in Happy Harbor, Rhode
Island. Originally located in New Jersey, later transported to Antarctica. Suicide Slum , a dangerous part of
Metropolis. Currently located in San Francisco. Valhalla Cemetery, a burial ground located in Metropolis for
superheroes who have died in the line of duty; it is meant to be a sacred resting place for superheroes. Wayne
Manor , ancestral home of Bruce Wayne. Located outside Gotham City. Wayne Tower , the location of the
main offices of Wayne Enterprises. It is located in downtown Gotham City. John Henry Irons worked there
until he discovered his inventions were being used for evil purposes. Big Belly Burger - Popular fast food
restaurant chain. Daggett Industries - A pharmaceutical company founded and owned by Roland Daggett.
LexCorp - International multi corporation founded and owned by Lex Luthor. Lord Technologies - was
founded and owned by Maxwell Lord. Stagg Enterprises - A research and development firm in genetices
research founded by Simon Stagg. Labs - Labs for scientific research on metahuman studies located in various
facilities. Wayne Enterprises - an international multi corporation owned by Bruce Wayne. Palmer
Technologies - in the television show Arrow , located in Starling City, owned by the Atom , formerly Queen
Consolidated Extraterrestrial sites[ edit ] Hardcore Station , lawless space-city run by corporations. It is
located in orbit 22, miles above the surface of the Earth. It is destroyed during the Crisis on Infinite Earths.
Portworld, an intergalactic spaceport and home of Green Lanterns Wyxla and Tahr. First appeared in Invasion!
Ranx the Sentient City , a sentient city and member of the Sinestro Corps. It is destroyed by Green Lantern
Sodam Yat. Schools and universities[ edit ] Burnside College is the private college that Batgirl Barbara
Gordon attends in the New 52 universe. Other staff and students include Dr. Jonathan Crane [3] and Stephanie
Brown. Holliday College is the main university in Gateway City. Ivy University, located in Ivy Town. The
Atom Ray Palmer used to work in the physics department. Legion Academy , training school for the Legion of
Super Heroes. Located in Metropolis in the 31st century. Metropolis University, the main university in
Metropolis. Clark Kent is an alumnus of MU. In some stories the school is called Western State University.
Linda Lee, the Silver Age Supergirl , is a former student. The headmistress is former Phantom Lady Sandra
Knight. Baralsville, a small mining town that is visited by Clark Kent. Located in northern Pennsylvania. Its
location has been variously stated to be in Ohio , Illinois , and Florida. Civic City, former home of the Justice
Society of America. It is later restored by the actions of the Spectre and Hal Jordan. Codsville, small fishing
village in Maine for which the original Doom Patrol gave their lives. Cosmos, hometown of the Teen Titan
Risk. Crucible, a city briefly visited by Resurrection Man. Located in Georgia , on Interstate Delta City, home
of the Heckler and Vext. It is established in Vext 1 [15] that it exists within regular DCU continuity. Dos Rios,
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home of the second El Diablo. Elmond, home of Hawk and Dove. Located somewhere in the East Coast of the
United States. Located in Greenland destroyed.
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Chapter 3 : Infinite Crisis Aftermath - The Battle For Bludhaven # Comic Book Set DC | eBay
I should have paid attention to the reviews on Crisis Aftermath: Battle for Bludhaven and saved my money. As much as
it is consistently focused on the control of a Bludhaven, the novel is a busy mess.

Has light wear from age and storage but overall in 8. Perfect for any Collector or Fan. Fast and Safe Shipping.
Like American Brothers on Facebook or Follow at americanbros. Please refer to the photos as part of the
description and understand that all or most items will have some degree of wear. If the photos are not clear
enough for YOU, then please contact us and additional photos will be taken. Please contact us with any
questions in regards to the condition of the item you are interested in and we will get back to you within 24
hours. All items are sold as is and we have a "no return" policy. We care about every customer, and without
you, American Brothers would cease to exist. Thank you for your amazing support BOX 5 Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling This item will ship to Germany, but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Worldwide No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country: There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for
the ZIP Code.
Chapter 4 : Crisis Aftermath - The Battle For Bludhaven #1 - 6 () â€“ GetComics
Infinite Crisis Aftermath: The Battle for BlÃ¼dhavenÂ» Infinite Crisis Aftermath: The Battle for BlÃ¼dhaven #2 - The
Battle for BlÃ¼dhaven, Part 2 released by DC Comics on June Summary.

Chapter 5 : Infinite Crisis Aftermath: The Battle for BlÃ¼dhaven by Justin Gray
Following the Chemo disaster, the President declares a state of emergency and erects a wall around the city, as it is a
threat to public health. Since Chemo was only chemically toxic, the nuclear fallout present in the city is a mystery.

Chapter 6 : Infinite Crisis Aftermath: The Battle for Bludhaven | All Timelines
Battle For Bludhaven "Infinite Crisis Aftermath" - DC Comics In great condition! Has light wear from age and storage but
overall in VG condition.

Chapter 7 : Read Comics Online Free - Infinite Crisis - Chapter - Page 1
infinite crisis aftermath: the battle for blÃœdhaven #3. on sale. may 10 infinite crisis aftermath: the battle for
blÃœdhaven #2. on sale. apr 26

Chapter 8 : Crisis Aftermath: The Battle for Bludhaven | Holy Comics, Batman!
Pursuing for Battle For Bludhaven Infinite Crisis Aftermath Ebook Do you really need this ebook of Battle For Bludhaven
Infinite Crisis Aftermath Ebook It takes me 27 hours just to grab the right download link, and another 4 hours to validate
it.
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This book was first published on April 12, This issue received a second printing with black and white cover art on May
10th, At one point, the narrator says that the Teen Titans were engaged in assisting during the events of this issue.
However, Robotman is depicted as fighting alongside.
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